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Building a Sustainable Culture
To p i c s o f t h i s p r e s e n t a t i o n

! Culture is not a one size fits all
! Benefits of having an engaging corporate Culture
! Who drives the unleashing and embedding of a sustainable Culture
! How de we know when a Culture becomes the DNA of a company
! Components of the Culture we created for Insignia
! Unifying principle (Motto?)
! Purpose & Mission
! Values drive behavior to create motivation and effectiveness
! Looks & feel of an underperforming culture to one that motivates co-workers
! ‘Everything-Leadership’
! Business principles drive performance
! Dealing with emotions and conflict

Culture is the Foundation for Sustainability
! Brand
! Your Culture (Purpose, Mission, Values & Principles) defines what the company brand stands for
! Success comes from who we are / what we effectively do — not what we say
! Customers
! They care not only about goods and services but also about the values and conduct of the providers
! Drive revenue and pay attention to the body-language of the business
! Management and Associates
! Develop a sense of belongingness
! Performance, energy and enthusiasm
! Creativity
! Environment of creativity unleashes continuous improvement & innovation
! In times of uncertainty and the unknown — awareness and control
! When prediction is not possible — shaping and molding the immediate future is the best solution
! Credibility ‘who/what’ to Trust
! Credibility in professionalism, actions, ability to communicate, processes
! Consistency based on alignment with principles is critical — customers take notice
! Company Culture will be effective only as much as you live it

Implementation through Persuasion
! Takes time, patience and perseverance
! Top-down commitment driven - ‘lived’ - by senior leadership
! Not a manual — Inspirational and persuasive strategies to implement
! Cascades to management — empower them
! Coaching and mentoring
! Engage / energize care staff with open dialogue and recognition
! In control of values, principles, procedures — more so than individuals

Embedded Culture in all Levels of Company
! When behavior follows the mission & values of the company
! Decisions made as ‘mission-centric’ company
! Listening and brainstorming become part of open
communication
! Management becomes part of the solutions together with
senior leadership
! Associates work with managers — not just for them
! Not fearful to contribute with continuous improvement
! Failure pivots to learning
! Authentic smiles

Our Motto…

A smile… at every touch point.

Purpose and Mission… Life of a Culture
! Purpose
! What we exist for (not what we do)
! Inspirational — connects at a higher dimension
! Unchanging
! Mission
! What we do that gets us there

Our Culture
´

Purpose

´

Mission Statement

To bring peace of mind to the senior
community and their families.

"Insignia Senior Living" provides safe and
joyful environments where seniors feel
loved and valued.

Values define behavior

! Values define expectations and behavior
! Values need to engage associates
! Senior and mid-managers need to set the example

Our Culture
´ Values
o Integrity — Walk the talk
o Participative Communication
o Transparency — Upfront about facts
o Efficiency — The best you can/not less
o Action oriented/Sense of Urgency
o Result oriented/Responsiveness
o Confidentiality
o Produce Happiness
o Show Passion

How does empowerment in your
Organization score?
✓ Look for someone to blame
✓ Confusion
✓ Lack of Trust
✓ Not being listened to
✓ No feedback

Danger

✓ No milestones
✓ Inflexible rules
✓ Default to hierarchical authority
✓ React with anger and aggression
✓ Personalize failure
✓ Never respond to suggestions
✓ Always be right
✓ Don’t ask others their views

How does empowerment in your
Organization score?
The empowerment
builders

´

Real Responsibility

´

Trust

´

Listening and Praise

´

Solving problems as a team

´

Recognition for ideas

´

Knowing you are important to the
Organization

´

Flexible controls

´

Direction / milestones /objectives

´

Skills, knowledge, experiences..

´

Up and down communication

If I Want…
´ To be heard – I must first be willing to listen.
´ To be trusted – I must first be willing to show that I trust.
´ Others take responsibility for their part – I must first take
responsibility for my part.
´ A team that is willing to change – I must demonstrate that it is
okay to fail.
´ To improve communication in my team – I must surface conflict.
´ To influence – I must first be willing to be influenced.
´ To be viewed as a strong leader – I must demonstrate humility.

Leadership Everywhere

Our sense is that this is not really a problem of individuals;
this is a problem of organizational structures—those
traditional hierarchical structures that demand too much of
too few and not enough of everyone else
Gary Hamel

• Embedding the Culture will not take place by itself
• Persuasion & influence
• Creating trust through credibility

Leadership
“One thing all leaders have in common…………….”

FOLLOWERS
Peter Drucker

o

Where do I get power?

o

Am I a leader — do I have followers?

Leadership…authority with servant purpose

L-5 Executive builds enduring greatness
via paradoxical combination of personal
humility plus iron professional will.

Management Principles define Performance

Carry you own weight

Internal
Supplier

Internal
Customer

We all struggle with conflict (HBR)
´

While some of us enjoy a lively
debate with colleagues and others
prefer to suppress our feelings
over disagreements, with a client
or at work, we all struggle with
conflict.
o
o
o
o
o

Competing interests
Clashing personalities
Limited time and resources
Fragile egos
We work differently. We rub each
other the wrong way. We jockey
for position.

´

Goals and objectives
o We share the same overarching
goals as our colleagues, but we
don't always agree on how to
achieve them.
o How can you deal with conflict at
work in a way that is both
professional and productive-where it improves both your work
and your relationships?

Conflict Resolution
´

Focus on the problem, topic or system
- Identify the facts

´

Understand the issues from the other
person. (You need not agree)

´

Shape your thoughts to be objective
and look at all sides of the issue... not
only yours

´

Start a constructive dialogue based
on factual information - seek a win
-win outcome

´

Communicate without emotions

´

Body language will be as important as
what you say.

How does Win-Win Look Like

Thank you!

